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0 ne dark and stormy night in.1703, 
the Eddystone light of fame in song and legend, fell into the sea, Earlier, 
Henry Wmtanley, arwtect of the lighthouse, assured his workers  at, the : 
lighthousk would never fail. He had even bragged to thepress that he'iboked ' 
forward to experiencing the worst storm in English history from inside the 
lighthouse. His wish q granied,Winstanley was in the lighthouse when it 
was felled by the storm, and he perished along with his fellow lighthouse. 
workers. The Eddystone light, like most lighthouses, was built to withstand 
the mighty natural forces associated with dangerous coasts, but like so many 
Lighthouses before and shce, the sea proved more powerful. -:.:: - .- . 

Lighthouses are an ancient symbol of guidance to mariners, and enmeer- 
ing marvels as well, but we generally do not associate lighthouses with geology. 
Yet the success or failure of a lighthouse is closely related to the geology and 
physical processes of its site. And because lighthouses are among the oldest of 
coastal structures, they serve as both markers to measure longer-term shore- 
line retreat (erosion) or advance, and as models of how we view our relation- 
ship with hature at the coast. They record the tale of how humans respond to 
coastal hazards. Their long histories provide lessons about the importance of 
understanding coastal geology, as well as the best ways to respond to coastal 
hazards. Sadly, those lessons have gone unheeded by the people who have 
engaged in the rapid coastal development of the last 50 years. 

Any number of lighthouses illustrate coastal problems, but the present 
Cape Hatteras Lighthouse, in North Carolina is one of the best known. The 
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Cape Hatteras Lighthouse was built in 1870-'and first-seriously threatened by 
shoreline erosion in the 1930s. ~ r o m  that time until 1981, government agencies 
(i.e., taxpayers) including the National Park Service spent about $15 d i o n  on 
interim protection methods. In the 1960s and 1970s, three groins were built, 
later destroyed by a storm, and then rebuilt. Nylon sandbags were emplaced in 
front of the lighthouse. Three unsuccessful beach replenishment projects also 
were pursued during this time. Many of these shoreline projects, primarily 
done to protect a U.S. Navy facility located just to the north of the lighthouse, 
were undertaken with ever-increasing costs. They did not stop the shoreline's 
reh-eat. In 1980, when the light was almost lost to a winter storm, the National 
Park Service began to investigate methods to protect the lighthouse from ero- 
sion over the long-term. 

The controversy that has swirled around the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse 
may, at times, seem like the old "we're from Washington and we're here to help" 

- . . -  
story, or like scientists sucking. their noses into local problems. But the story 
really goes far beyond the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse. The Cape Hatteras Light- 
house is a microcosm of national shoreline policy and controversy. A Washing- 
ton Post article stated "whoever wins the battle of ideas over what to do with 
the Cape Hatteras Light will . . .  set the tone for our response on a national 

North Carolina's beautiful Cape Hatteras Lighthouse has warned mariners of the 
treacherous waters of Diamond Shoals since 1870. Three groins-the southernmost of 
which is shown here-and the sandbag revetment are part of a several-decades-long fight 
to hold back the sea. The "right" storm could have removed the lighthouse overnight. The 
pre-June 15,1999 position of the lighthouse a: the edge of the beach, shown here, is not 
typical of the building's history during which it sat well back from the beach. 
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scale to the problem of retreating shores."' Decisions about the Cape Hatteras 
Lighthouse may determine the future of shoreline management policy in the 
United States.,The following pages present the typical experiences of light- 
houses, and the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse, to illustrate the contro- 
versy over the fate of coastal development in the face of a rising sea level. 

COASTAL TYPES AND SHORELINE RETREAIT 
Lighthouses are located by necessity in high hazard areas either to warn 
mariners of dangerous reefs, shoals, and headlands or to guide them through 
difficult navigational channels into harbors and through inlets. Their place- 
ment is usually determined by optimizing their visibility, rather than con- 
sidering the stability of the underlying geology, not unlike the criteria for 
siting coastal'cottages and condominiums to ensure a sea ~ e w .  Lighthouses 
set above flood and wave levels, back from the sea, or on stable rocky shores 
persist. Those on shifting sands or in the zone of storm waves on rocky 
shores frequently fall victim to the sea. The Roman Pharos atop and well 
back from the edge of the white cliffs of Dover, England has stood since the 
first century AD because it was out of harm's way. Many of the lighthouses 
along the U.S. Atlantic Coast from Long Island, New York to the Florida Keys 
and around the Gulf Coast are descendants of structures already claimed by 
shoreline erosion. 

.Lighthouses on the U.S. West Coast sometimes face another danger-,., 
earthquakes. The Santa Barbara, California, Lighthouse was built in 1865 and" 
toppled by a 1925 earthquake. The oldest active light on the West Coast, Point 
Pinos Light at Monterey, California, was built in 1855. The 1906 earthquake 
shook it so violently that it needed extensive repairs in 1907. 

Barrier Island Coasts and Sea Level Rise 
- - 

Nineteenth- A d  twentieth-century Americans built lighthouses equal if not 
superior to those of the Romans, but the geological setting of the U.S. Atlantic 
and Gulf coasts is mostly barrier islands, which retreat as sea level rises up a 
sloping coastal plain. These same barrier islands are some of the most 
intensely developed toasts in North America and have suffered record-setting 
property losses in great storms-Hurricane Hugo, 1989, $7 billion; Hurricane 
Andrew, 1992, $26.5 billion; Hurricane Opal, 1995, $3 billion; Hurricane Fran, 
1996, $3.2 billion. Lighthouses in the Florida Keys were built very near sea level 
and have failed under the full force of hurricane winds and waves-on Sand 
Key, 1846; Key West, 1846; Loggerhead Key, 1853; Garden Key, 1873; Rebecca 
Shoal, 1953; Alligator Reef, 1960. 

For barrier islands, bluffed coasts, and shorelines of erodible materials, the 
inexorable retreat of the shoreline undermines the structures built on them. 
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The first Ponce De Leon Lighthouse, in Florida, was k t id~ci i t"byT' i tom 
shortly after its construction in 1835; and by December of t h e s h e  y&:it had 
toppled into the ocean. Shoreline recession allowed the sea to claim successive 
lighthouses on Sandy Point, Block Island, Rhode Island, in the 1830s and 1840s. 
De1a'~vare's Cape Henlopen Lighthouse, built with its base on a sand dune 46 
feet above sea level, fell into the sea in 1926 as a result of shoreline retreat. A 
year later, the Tucker Beach Lighthouse off the southern end of Long Beach 
Island, New ~ersey, fell into the sea as the sand barrier on which it was built 
continued to erode away. , 

Many U.S. East Coast lighthouses are now the second structure and in 
some cases, such as Cape May New Jersey, the third structure, that have 
replaced a previous one that has fallen. In the 1840s, the Lighthouse Service 
built two 40-foot towers to replace the original Chatham, Massachusetts, twin 
towers, threatened by bluff erosion. One tower was claimed by bluff retreat in 
1879, andthe second'in 1883This' destruction required the construction of a 
third set of towers farther inland; this third set of towers was in the path of the 
retreating bluff edge again by the 1990s. The same fate befell the Three Sisters 
of Nauset, which toppled in 1892. 

The famous Morris Island Lighthouse in South Carolina, was left standing 
in the sea in the 1940s as a result of rapid shoreline retreat caused by the con- 
struction of the Charleston Harbor jetties built in the late 1 8 9 0 ~ ~  Dynamic 

, 
Sand.Islaqd, at the m_~,ut&~of~M~bile..Bay in Alabama presents a similar exam- 
ple. 'but drowning of thelighfipyse there is the result of natural island miga- 

, . tion. Sand folmer Island isl~iT8~ig;n~:~,p,t.I.Ii~I.+~: migra~<~&~ifO:rtbwestr:leaving the aatic lighthouse mark- 

Rising sea level affects sounds and estuaries as well as the open-ocean ... ." .,. ... 
, 

shoreline. The s h o r e ~ e s ~ ~ ~ e s a p . e a k e , B a y ,  Delaware Bay, the North Carolina 
sounds, Mobile Bay, and the..&eorgia estuaries are all retreating, both by inun- 
dation and erosion. The presh"iif 'Cape Lookout, North Carolina, Lighthouse is 
threatened from sounds~$~.e,rpsion of the island. 

, .. ,, s . 5  . , ..,, . . . .  .;. .... . . .  
... .:. .Shoreline erosio~~~~@:~~~~w~~"~.:zh'e:~~force behind lighthouse. decommis- ... _ .. 
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. . - sioning. The 1884 1ighthbuse.h Knclote Key, western Florida, once near 'the 
shore, is now 450 feet inland because of beach accretion. most of which has 
taken place since about 1960.3 The steady southward migration of Oregon 
Inlet, North Carolina, has left the Bode Island Light more than two miles from 
the present Oregon Inlet-too far away to help navigators striving to cross 
the bar of this dangerous inlet. In the course of its migration, this inlet obliter- 
ated the location of an earlier lighthouse that had been lost to military action 
during the Civil War. Confederate forces extinguished the lights along the 
southeastern and Gulf coasts, either by removing the lights or by destroying the 
lighthouses. Darkened lights included Cape Lookout and Federal Point, North 
Carolina; St. Sirnons Island, Georgia; Hunting Island and Moms Island, South 
Carolina; and Cape Charles, Virginia. Accidental fires also claimed many of the 
early lights. 
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Rocky Shores , . ., 

Lighthouses based on Bedrock are not invulnerable, but their- record of 
endurance surgasses that of lighthouses with their feet on sand or the uncon- 
solidated sediment left by glaciers, which is easily eroded by the sea. Rocky 
shores are buffeted by storm surge waves and flooding, which sometimes take 
down lighthouses. One of the earliest was the first Boon Island, Maine, Light- 
house, which was built on the rocky island in 1799 and destroyed in a storm 
just five years later. The replacement lighthouse fared no better and was lost to 
a storm in 1831. These losses occurred because the island sits in the path of 
s tom waves that can k e e p  the island with floodwaters and powerful waves. A 
1932 storm is reported to have sent 70-foot waves smashing against the house 
and tower, and a 1991 storm tossed about 100-pound boulders with ease-the 
same size material is used in some erosion stabilization structures. Just how big 
waves become in storms also is illustrated by the Portland Head, Maine, Light- 
house, in which a 1972 storm wave broke a window in the tower 55 feet above 
sea level.4 The lesson should be obvious: St rumes built in high-energy (haz- 
ard) zones are going to experience high energy (hazards)! 

The Whaleback Lighthouse stands at the mouth of the Piscataqua River, 
Portsmouth Harbor, Massachusetts. This 1872 lighthouse was modeled after 
the famous Eddystone and has withstood the test of time; however, its two pre- 
decessors both were victims of storms (1820s and 1868) even though their feet 
were on bedrock. The second loss was blamed on poor construction, the same 
reason many modem buildings fail in storms. 

!A -. . Storms also plagued the original Minots Ledge Lighthouse in Massachu- ...... a 

i -%:, 
setts, from the time of its consmction, and it fell during an April storm in 1851, . . 

. .- 
with the loss of two of its keepers. The massive granite replacement tower is 
built to withstand wave impact, but it suffered damage in a 1978 storm. More 
recently, the Boston Lighthouse was threatened by Hurricane Bob (1991) and 
northeasters of the 1990s. Structures built on bedrock are not likely to be 
undercut by erosion, but they are subject to damage and destruction if located 
in the zone of waves, flooding, and hlgh winds. 

SHORELINE ENGINEERING THE SOLUTION? 
Lighthouses on sandy, retreating shorelines are historic models of what is in 
store for all buildings in similar settings. The closer the shore moves to the 
structure, the greater the chance it will sustain damage or topple completely in 
a storm. And even if a storm does not take its victim, eventually the sea will by 
erosional undercutting. During the nineteenth century and most of the twenti- 
eth century, a common response to the threat imposed by shoreline retreat has 
been the attempt to hold the shoreline in place through coastal engineering. 
There have been numerous attempts at armoring the front of lighthouses, but 
three examples illustrate the futility of this approach. 

: , i.. . . i  
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The 1864 Cape Charles Lighthouse in Virginia, was constructed on a - . . - - . - . - - - - - -- . -- . - - . . --  
retreating shoreline; this retreat was recognized at least as early as 1850. By the .- -. - - - 
1880s the shoreline was shifting landward at an average rate of 30 feet per year. 
Congress authorized the consmction of three stone jetties-also h o w  as 
groins-in 1885 to halt the erosion, and four more were added in 1891 because 
the shoreline was still retreating. The erosion continued despite the engineered 
structures-or perhaps in part because of the structures-and a new light- 
house, established in 1895, had to be constructed about a mile away from the 
sh~reline.~ Such groin fields were the engineering choice in the 1880s, and 
extensive groin fields were used to combat erosion along many shorelines. The 
Absecon Lighthouse in New Jersey, may be an exception; protective jetties built 
in the 1870s did fill in with sand and halted the rapid shoreline retreat. 

Bulkheading-or seawall construction-is another engineering approach 
that has had only temporary success. The original Ludlam Beach, New Jersey, 
Lighthouse .- -. ,was_freq_uently.b.atte,redddby_storms, so a bulkhead, was constructed - ,.-. 

to protect the wood-framed budding. In 1914, a storm destroyed the wall; and a 
decade later, the lighthouse was so badly damaged in a storm that it was closed. 

George Washington is said to have ordered the Montauk Point, New York, 
Lighthouse to be built far enough back from the bluff edge to survive bluff ero- 
sion for 200 years. In 1795, the structure was about 300 feet from the edge of 
the bluff; 200 years later, the bluff's edge had retreated to within less than 60 
feet of the budding. Rather than abandoning or relocating the now-threatened 
lighthouSe,"shaieIine engine'erivlgW?TsZd.:to combat erosion. In 1971, rock - '  -.*.T- 

. . .. ._ .- 
revetrhents-rock covering . . . . .  . .-.,.% . .  " , . .  .I! ."--.<. W.'. .? ~',,c; 

i;: .beach slope-were constructed, , : .: _I- 
. . . . . . .  ..;:.,z : .>, I . . . . .  .. . ....... 

toge,ther yit&fetriidng and g . .. ..,. ,> '. . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . .  .,_.. ......... l.-.-. ,:but the sea continued its '&forts.. ;.,.;.;:;&g:::: -. . 
The combination of Hurricane Bob and the Halloween northeaster of 1991 
ripped away at the structures, and.th~$dt.it. edge lost another 30 feet. Not to be . . . .  ..#_  , .-. ,,. 

- outd&e, theoas t  Guard pani@-X;;;&e'd.ibypublic moneF; built a bigger . ::"::" 
. ,.... ' ,.. . .- .. 

- -, seawall complex in 1993 and 1994,;'@$1;Jotaled over 1,000 feet in length and . . . .  

contained boulders weighing up to 10 tons. The wall will buy time, but the bluff - - -  
*. ... edge willagain move toward th$%tbl'dqe. Consider the following passage .,,, , . . .  , ;;..!:j:f..c 5 

. . . . . . . . . . .  1': ?...," i;'g+,;r- . 
?.... .. -rn+:, ;;:>> f-gp:..\. *.+ ...F.v.? ... 

" f r ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ g j j ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ I ' ~  Americ&c r . ~z.&&g~<$rhoLISa, in Mount ' T'; ~..;,;~;~~;~j$~ ... . . .  ... :.'.' ...... ..., ::..: '.'> ... ..' . . .  '-M.?*+." - .%?':.$;5,.2.y ;+., . ..*-.t:*; 

Desert Rock, Maine: "In a testimonial to  the power of the sea, Maine's Superin- 
tendent of Lighthouses reported in 1842 that a storm had moved a 
57-ton granite boulder the size of a mobile home onto the island. And to top 
that one, the same report also mentioned that in another storm the sea moved 
a 75-ton boulder a distance of 60 feet."6 In the same locale a 1962 storm wave 
dropped a four-ton boulder through the roof of the boathouse at tlie light sta- 
tion. Given these examples, the sea certainly is capable of reananging very 
heavy boulders in rock walls and revetments. 

Setback, Relocate, or Abandon 

The Montauk Point Lighthouse provides an example of how American atti- 
tudes toward shoreline retreat have changed with time. George Washington 
made a good call in the 1790s, for today the light still stands, albeit threatened 
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--.- I,.: as the bluffedge&edes doser 'and closer to the srmcnue. The . . . . .  implied - ~GC- .- 

I ' tation was that in 200 years the light would be abandoned and,could .. - fall into 
the sea; but by the late nineteenth to mid-twentieth centuries, brute-force 
engineering id +owe. The lessons of failed seawalls and groin fields '%re 
yet to be realized. unfortunately, that philosophywas widely applied to 
buildings at the eJrpense of America's beaches, and it is still advocated by some, 
even to "protect" lighthouses? 

American lighthouse builders learned very early that their smctures often 
feu yictim to the sea, and tbree response strategies other than relyingon engi- 
neering s~c~escdeveloped: setback, relocate, or abandon. 

Setbuck First, shoreline reQeat was some'times factored into the planning 
-as it was at Montauk Point-so that the sea would not arrive at the doorstep 
of the light until it was past its lifetime. The problem with setbacks on itreat- 
ing shorelines is that sooner or later the sea catches up to the building; the 
problem is delayed, not solved. Several historic lighthouses that are in,& . 
water or at the water's edge today were not built in such precarious positions. 
For example, the 1796 Highland Lighthouse an Cape Cod was originally set 
back 510 feet from the blufFedge; however, an emerosion rate of two feet per year 
closed the distance to less than 130 feet by 1992. Then the rate seemed to jump, 
and a series of storms began to gnaw away the bluff face rapidly. 

The lesson is that even in states with setback requirements, today's coastal 
development is not safe over the lifetimes of the buildings and, in fact, may be 

. . .  a setup for very heavy coastdproperty losses in the future. 
Relocate . . .  The second strategy., of lighthouse builders should be more 

adaptable to. property owners .and regulators: Relocate when threatened by 
shoreline retreat. As in the case of the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse, some preser- 
vationists have forgotten that moving structures to new locations is one of the 
oldest commonsense responses to na&ral ha~ards.~ Many early lighthouses 
simply were torn down and replaced when threatened by erosion or damaged 
by storms, but moving the structure was a common practice early in the his- 
tory of American lighthouses. The first lighthouse in St. Johns ,River, Florida was 
moved inland'& 1835, just s&x'years aft& its construction; and the ~ 6 e l i a  1 
Island, ~ ld r id i  Lighthouse was moved from Georgia's Cumberland Island in 
1838-1839. Other examples include an early West Chop brick lighthouse on 
Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts, which was moved away horn the eroding 
bluff edge in 1847 and again in 1891; the FYudence Island Lighthouse that was 
moved from Newport, Rhode Island's, Goat Island to Sandy Point in 1851-1852; 
the Cape Canaveral Lighthouse morida) that was moved orie and a quarter 
miles inland in 1893-1894 when threatened by shoreline retreat; and the Here- 
ford Met Lighthouse (New Jersey) that tyas moved 150 feet inland in 1914 after 
being damaged by a 1913 storm. 

Lighthouses were even designed to be disassembled for relocation. The 
HiUsboro Met Lighthouse (Florida) was built in Chicago and assembled at the 
1904 St. Louis Exposition, then disassembled and -transported to its Pompano 
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...;*;; f .. ..,. . .r ."-a,,,- .... ., .-. 
~each'loc&on (~16hda) < .  . .  - .  Wfief'ei'f%ks recd'nS?&Cted h 1907. The second light- 
house i n  ... ~&tjxi~Jslandi~outh .;d.T;. *,:. . . .  :.:..-.. . Carolina, was setbacka quarter of a mile from *:;.%fie ,.&, +,,..;Z:.:&. :.::. . .<........ .. 
the s h o i e h : m  1875;bu~,byi.th&late 18'80dpbi:.shoreke was near the struc- 
ture. Fortunately, it was of a design of the time in which the tower consisted of 
prefabricated metal platesthat could be disassembled, and the lighthouse was 

.. o.:.. .. .?,-?:? .-,.. .-.... ..*..?,?,,,",.. . .... . ' .  .... -...-- r)r<:: .i moved'rnore than.-one d e  in 1'889.'- . . .  

When we coniider that sea level is rising, inundkon will cause shoreline 

The Nauset Lighthouse, Eastham, 
Massachusetts, is shown in the 

..-....p rocess of being moved on 
November 16,1996. (Courtesy of 
Shirley Sabin, Nauset Light 
Preservation Society) 

retreat whether or not accompanied by erosion. The Port Mahon Lighthouse 
. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  

on De1awqe:Bay . . . . . .  .+ :. ;.:....! ill&trarei;;,@s ...; ... :... point because:.it 'was 'moved. landward three :. .,.,*" 3 . 4  .. .. .... ....... >:*,;L\!,;... 

. t k e s  6ver:thd course of :a century in .respdnse to 'the gradual flooding of 
the low-elevation shoreline. The lesson is that relocating landward is a flexible 
management philosophy; it is least costly in the long term, and least disruptive 
to fragile coastal environments and the dynamics of the shoreline. Reloca- 
tion.dows us to have our beach and enjoy it too; the aesthetics and envi- 
ronments we come to enjoy at the shore are conserved for us and future 
generations. - 

The technology to move large buildings e?rists, and the modem relocation 
of three New England lighthouses provides examples. The 2,000-ton Block 
Island Southeast Lighthouse, Rhode Island, was moved 245 feet inland in 1993. 
In 1996, the Cape Cod Highland Lighthouse, noted earlier, was moved 450 feet 
to a position close to its original distance from the bluff edge. Also in 1996, the 
Nauset Lighthouse in Eastham, Massachusetts, was moved 300 feet. inland 
































